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For a string at a given offset in a document, determine which entity from the provided 

knowledge base (if any) is being referred to by the string. Cluster all entities in the test set.

E0123252: Italian Air Force

E0247721: Iraqi Air Force

E0265128: Israeli Air Force

E0290069: Indonesian Air Force

E0384804: Italian Armed Forces

E0707328: Indian Armed Forces

…

Wikipedia Oct. 2008

Task Description

818,741 

entries

<query id="EL005833">

<name>IAF</name>

<docid>eng-WL-11-174596-12954631</docid>

<offset>…</offset>

</query>

<query id="EL005836">

<name>IAF</name>

<docid>eng-NG-31-142148-10021195</docid>

<offset>…</offset>

</query>

<query id="EL05838">

<name>IAF</name>

<docid>eng-WL-11-174596-12954257</docid>

<offset>…</offset>

</query>

<query id="EL05847">

<name>IAF</name>

<docid>eng-NG-31-147166-10475895</docid>

<offset>…</offset>

</query>

Israeli Air Force

Islamic Academy 

of Florida

Israeli Air Force

Indian Air Force
NIL



<DOCID> eng-WL-11-174596-12954257 </DOCID>

<DOCTYPE SOURCE="blog"> BLOG TEXT </DOCTYPE>

<DATETIME> 2008-11-10T14:08:00 </DATETIME>

<HEADLINE>

IAEA finds enriched uranium in Syria....

</HEADLINE>

<TEXT>

<POST>

<POSTER> GayandRight </POSTER>

<POSTDATE> 2008-11-10T14:08:00 </POSTDATE>

Early reports....not sure if this is true....

Investigators from the International Atomic Energy Agency, which works under the 

auspices of the United Nations, have found traces of enriched uranium in Syria, a 

potential sign that the country had been attempting to develop a nuclear program, 

Reuters quoted diplomats familiar with the IAEA investigation as saying.

According to Monday's report, the uranium was discovered at the same site which 

was allegedly bombed by IAF jets in September 2007. Behind the scenes, Israel has 

reportedly been working to convince US and other Western officials of the legitimacy 

of the air strike, but the findings of the IAEA investigators provide the first 

independent confirmation that a nuclear program had indeed been in development.

The leaked information came shortly after the IAEA Director Mohamed ElBaradei 

announced he would release a formal, written report on the subject, Reuters 

reported. The IAEA had no immediate comment.

</POST>

</TEXT>

<DOCID> eng-WL-11-174596-12954257 </DOCID>

<DOCTYPE SOURCE="blog"> BLOG TEXT </DOCTYPE>

<DATETIME> 2008-11-10T14:08:00 </DATETIME>

<HEADLINE>

IAEA finds enriched uranium in Syria....

</HEADLINE>

<TEXT>

<POST>

<POSTER> GayandRight </POSTER>

<POSTDATE> 2008-11-10T14:08:00 </POSTDATE>

Early reports....not sure if this is true....

Investigators from the International Atomic Energy Agency, which works under the 

auspices of the United Nations, have found traces of enriched uranium in Syria, a 

potential sign that the country had been attempting to develop a nuclear program, 

Reuters quoted diplomats familiar with the IAEA investigation as saying.

According to Monday's report, the uranium was discovered at the same site which 

was allegedly bombed by IAF jets in September 2007. Behind the scenes, Israel has 

reportedly been working to convince US and other Western officials of the legitimacy 

of the air strike, but the findings of the IAEA investigators provide the first 

independent confirmation that a nuclear program had indeed been in development.

The leaked information came shortly after the IAEA Director Mohamed ElBaradei 

announced he would release a formal, written report on the subject, Reuters 

reported. The IAEA had no immediate comment.

</POST>

</TEXT>

Example: which “IAF”?

Israeli Air 

Force

Is  answering  just  a  text  lookup?

<query id="EL005833">

<name>IAF</name>

<docid>eng-WL-11-174596-12954631</docid>

<offset>…</offset>

</query>

<query id="EL005836">

<name>IAF</name>

<docid>eng-NG-31-142148-10021195</docid>

<offset>…</offset>

</query>

<query id="EL05838">

<name>IAF</name>

<docid>eng-WL-11-174596-12954257</docid>

<offset>…</offset>

</query>

<query id="EL05847">

<name>IAF</name>

<docid>eng-NG-31-147166-10475895</docid>

<offset>…</offset>

</query>



<DOCID> eng-WL-11-174596-12954631 </DOCID>

<DOCTYPE SOURCE="blog"> BLOG TEXT </DOCTYPE>

<DATETIME> 2008-05-24T12:55:00 </DATETIME>

<HEADLINE> Syria stalls IAEA visit... </HEADLINE>

<TEXT> <POST>

<POSTER> GayandRight </POSTER>

<POSTDATE> 2008-05-24T12:55:00 </POSTDATE>

Gee, I wonder why....

Syria has not yet accepted a request by the International Atomic Energy Agency to 

visit the site bombed by the IAF on September 6, which Washington says was a 

nuclear reactor, Reuters reported Friday.

The news agency quoted diplomats in Vienna as saying that Damascus was stalling 

its approval of the UN delegation visit, demanding more details on the proposed 

inspection.

Syrian atomic energy chief Ibrahim Othman came to Vienna earlier this month to 

speak with IAEA head Mohamed ElBaradei on the matter, but the two did not agree 

on the timing or nature of a visit, diplomats said.

The agency received a letter from Syria several days ago asking for more details on 

the trip, one US diplomat said. The IAEA has replied and is now waiting for 

Damascus's response, he added.

</POST>

</TEXT>

<DOCID> eng-WL-11-174596-12954631 </DOCID>

<DOCTYPE SOURCE="blog"> BLOG TEXT </DOCTYPE>

<DATETIME> 2008-05-24T12:55:00 </DATETIME>

<HEADLINE> Syria stalls IAEA visit... </HEADLINE>

<TEXT> <POST>

<POSTER> GayandRight </POSTER>

<POSTDATE> 2008-05-24T12:55:00 </POSTDATE>

Gee, I wonder why....

Syria has not yet accepted a request by the International Atomic Energy Agency to 

visit the site bombed by the IAF on September 6, which Washington says was a 

nuclear reactor, Reuters reported Friday.

The news agency quoted diplomats in Vienna as saying that Damascus was stalling 

its approval of the UN delegation visit, demanding more details on the proposed 

inspection.

Syrian atomic energy chief Ibrahim Othman came to Vienna earlier this month to 

speak with IAEA head Mohamed ElBaradei on the matter, but the two did not agree 

on the timing or nature of a visit, diplomats said.

The agency received a letter from Syria several days ago asking for more details on 

the trip, one US diplomat said. The IAEA has replied and is now waiting for 

Damascus's response, he added.

</POST>

</TEXT>

Example: which “IAF”?

Israeli Air 

Force

Is  answering  just  a  text  lookup?

<query id="EL005833">

<name>IAF</name>

<docid>eng-WL-11-174596-12954631</docid>

<offset>…</offset>

</query>

<query id="EL005836">

<name>IAF</name>

<docid>eng-NG-31-142148-10021195</docid>

<offset>…</offset>

</query>

<query id="EL05838">

<name>IAF</name>

<docid>eng-WL-11-174596-12954257</docid>

<offset>…</offset>

</query>

<query id="EL05847">

<name>IAF</name>

<docid>eng-NG-31-147166-10475895</docid>

<offset>…</offset>

</query>
Italian Air Force, Italian Armed Forces, Indonesian Air Force, 

Iraqi Air Force,  Israeli Air Force, Indian Armed Forces



The Entity Graph



<DOCID> eng-WL-11-174596-12954631 </DOCID>

<DOCTYPE SOURCE="blog"> BLOG TEXT </DOCTYPE>

<DATETIME> 2008-05-24T12:55:00 </DATETIME>

<HEADLINE> Syria stalls IAEA visit... </HEADLINE>

<TEXT> <POST>

<POSTER> GayandRight </POSTER>

<POSTDATE> 2008-05-24T12:55:00 </POSTDATE>

Gee, I wonder why....

Syria has not yet accepted a request by the International Atomic Energy Agency to 

visit the site bombed by the IAF on September 6, which Washington says was a 

nuclear reactor, Reuters reported Friday.

The news agency quoted diplomats in Vienna as saying that Damascus was stalling 

its approval of the UN delegation visit, demanding more details on the proposed 

inspection.

Syrian atomic energy chief Ibrahim Othman came to Vienna earlier this month to 

speak with IAEA head Mohamed ElBaradei on the matter, but the two did not agree 

on the timing or nature of a visit, diplomats said.

The agency received a letter from Syria several days ago asking for more details on 

the trip, one US diplomat said. The IAEA has replied and is now waiting for 

Damascus's response, he added.

</POST>

</TEXT>

Which “Washington”?

386 Wikipedia entities can be referred to as Washington

(based on the August 5, 2013 Wikipedia dump).

• Washington, D.C.

• United States

• United States Department of State

• Federal government of the United States

…

… which Syria?

… which Damascus?

The answer depends on:

- The granularity of the knowledge base

- The disambiguation of the other entities in the document

Is  the  answer  unique  and  absolute?



The MSR System:
TAC-independent Foundation



The best evidence for entity disambiguation is the 

set of co-occurring entities (rather than the plain text)

Extract and disambiguate all entities in a target 

document

Match the target string against the surface forms 

extracted from the document

The MSR System – Framework (1)



Employ the most-recent Wikipedia collection:

Wikipedia collection dump from August 5, 2013

Build the knowledge base for the system

For each TAC query, process the target document, 

output the entity that corresponds to the target string

Map the entity to the TAC 2008 entity collection;      

do not do anything else for clustering

The MSR System – Framework (2)
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Knowledge Base Surface Forms

Wikipedia sources:

• anchor text of interlinks

• processed page titles

• redirects

• infobox fields

distribution over entities



EntitiesKnowledge Base

Information associated with each entity:

Topics
Wikipedia categories, list pages, interlinked entity mentions in 

enumerations, interlinked entity mentions in tables, …

Contexts
parentheticals in titles, infobox information, …

Triggers
Wikipedia bidirectional linkage

Entry/Entity Types
14 types: Disambiguation, Common, Person, Geo-political entity, 

Location, Organization, Event, Vehicle, Work of art, …, Other

Geo-coordinates



Knowledge Base Linguistic Resources

Derived from the Wikipedia collection:

name normalization
e.g.:

Ben Benjamin, Benjy, Benedict

Bernard Bernie, Barney, Bernardus, Bernhard

Betty Elizabeth, Beth, Betsy

Bill William, Billy, Bil

entity-type contexts
e.g.:
result in  B 216 C 456 D 4 L 8 M 4 O 2 P 14 T 6

 was founded. B 18 G 2 L 42 M 2 O 198 P 8

word-capitalization statistics

…



The analysis of an input text is done in three stages, 

with the following main roles:

Stage 1
text normalization

sentence breaking

Stage 2:
surface form boundary detection

Stage 3: disambiguation

latent document model construction

feature computation

entity candidate ranking

System Architecture



Capitalization, lexical resources, known surface forms

Soft boundaries

e.g.:

Employ composite surface forms and let the disambiguation process 

determine the best entity in the context  resolve boundaries afterwards

Surface Form Detection

Bordeaux-based wine merchant, Jeffrey Davies, said that while the crisis

triggered by the terror attacks on New York and Washington had hit US wine

sales, the economic meltdown had global implications. […]

"The big spenders that were ordering the top wines in top restaurants have

been taken out," Davies said.

After the attacks, sales of Bordeaux wine to the United States fell by 29

percent in volume during the final quarter of 2001 -- the key Thanksgiving,

Christmas and New Year period, which accounts for half of annual sales.

TAC 2011 test: query: EL_00279

string: Bordeaux

doc: AFP_ENG_20081006.0534.LDC2009T13.sgm

Composite(Bordeaux, Bordeaux wine)

Composite(US, US wine)



Disambiguation - Intuition

Text document D

s1

si

sj

sn

Find the entity assignment that maximizes the similarity

between the observable representations and the document context d

and between the latent representations of the entities in the assignment.

Each entity has multiple vectorial representations

d = D ∩ O
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S. Cucerzan. Large-scale Entity Disambiguation based on Wikipedia Data. EMNLP 2007

observable

latent / hidden



The Latent Document Representation

Text document  D

s1

si

sj

sn

For each entity candidate e for a surface s,

for each latent representation h,

compute the similarity between h(e) and h(D) – h(s) 

Build (noisy) latent vectorial representations of the document by aggregating

the latent vectors from all entity candidates.
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demo

Latent Features Example



Depart from the one-sense-per-discourse paradigm

Employ a latent paragraph model
in addition to the latent document model

Employ lexico-syntactic patterns to weight the 

latent contributions to the paragraph model

e.g.: possessive constructions: “Sweden’s Prime Minister”

conjunctive constructions: “Sweden and Romania”

Local Features



This text is about [[Battle of Waterloo|Waterloo]]. Allegedly, Napoleon tried 

to escape to North America, but the [[Royal Navy|Royal Navy]] was 

blockading French ports to forestall such a move. He finally surrendered to 

[[Captain (Royal Navy)|Captain]] [[Frederick Lewis Maitland (Royal Navy 

officer)|Frederick Maitland]] of [[Her Majesty's Ship|HMS]] ''[[HMS 

Bellerophon (1786)|Bellerophon]]'' on 15 July. There was a campaign 

against French fortresses that still held out; [[Longwy|Longwy]] capitulated 

on 13 September 1815, the last to do so. The [[Treaty of Paris 

(1815)|Treaty of Paris]] was signed on 20 November 1815. [[Louis XVIII of 

France|Louis XVIII]] was restored to the throne of France, and Napoleon 

was exiled to [[Saint Helena|Saint Helena]], where he died in 1821.

Training (1)



ORIGINAL TRAINING TEXT:

This text is about [[Battle of Waterloo|Waterloo]]. Allegedly, Napoleon tried to escape to North America, but the [[Royal 

Navy|Royal Navy]] was blockading French ports to forestall such a move. He finally surrendered to [[Captain (Royal 

Navy)|Captain]] [[Frederick Lewis Maitland (Royal Navy officer)|Frederick Maitland]] of [[Her Majesty's Ship|HMS]] ''[[HMS 

Bellerophon (1786)|Bellerophon]]'' on 15 July. There was a campaign against French fortresses that still held out; 

[[Longwy|Longwy]] capitulated on 13 September 1815, the last to do so. The [[Treaty of Paris (1815)|Treaty of Paris]] was 

signed on 20 November 1815. [[Louis XVIII of France|Louis XVIII]] was restored to the throne of France, and Napoleon was 

exiled to [[Saint Helena|Saint Helena]], where he died in 1821.

THE ANALYSIS OF THE TRAINING TEXT:

This text is about Waterloo. Allegedly, Napoleon tried to escape to North America, but the Royal Navy was blockading 

French ports to forestall such a move. He finally surrendered to Captain Frederick Maitland of HMS ''Bellerophon'' on 15 

July. There was a campaign against French fortresses that still held out; Longwy capitulated on 13 September 1815, the last 

to do so. The Treaty of Paris was signed on 20 November 1815. Louis XVIII was restored to the throne of France, and 

Napoleon was exiled to Saint Helena, where he died in 1821.

Training (2)

Treaty of Paris (and 7 other training examples)

searchterm__Waterloo_(1970_film)
searchterm__Napoleon
searchterm__United_States
searchterm__Royal_Navy
searchterm__Frederick_Lewis_Maitland_(Royal_Navy_officer)
searchterm__Her_Majesty's_Ship
searchterm__HMS_Bellerophon_(1865)
searchterm__Longwy
searchterm__Treaty_of_Paris_(1814)
searchterm__Louis_XVIII_of_France
searchterm__France
searchterm__Napoleon
searchterm__Saint_Helena


[[Treaty of Paris (1815)|Treaty of Paris]]
Training (3)

 Features values   

1. Treaty of Paris

2. Treaty of Paris (1763)

3. Treaty of Paris (1783)

4. Treaty of Paris (1814) y1 y2 y3 y4 … yn-1 yn

5. Treaty of Paris (1815) x1 x2 x3 x4 … xn-1 xn

6. Treaty of Paris (1898)

7. Treaty of Paris (1920)

8. Treaty of Paris (1951)

9. Treaty of Paris (1856)

10. Paris Peace Treaties, 1947

11. Treaty of Paris (1810)

12. Paris Peace Conference, 1919

13. Treaty of Peace with Italy, 1947

14. Paris Peace Accords

15. Treaty of Paris (1259)

16. Pacte de Famille

17. Treaty of Paris (1229)

18. Treaty of Paris (1303)

19. Treaty of Paris (1323)

20. Treaty of Paris (1355)

21. Treaty of Paris (1623)

22. Treaty of Paris (1657)

23. Treaty of Paris (1900)

24. Bonn–Paris conventions

25. Treaty of Paris (band)

26. Treaty of Paris (1796)

27. Peace of Paris (1783)

28. Treaty of Paris (1626)

29. Treaty of Paris (1857)

30. Treaty of Paris (1802)

R1. LINEAR CLASSIFIER (LOGISTIC REGRESSION)

- Trained on the pairs (truth, other_candidate):

𝑃(1|𝑋)

𝑃(1|𝑌)
> 1 →  

𝑘=1

𝑛

𝛽𝑘(𝑥𝑘 − 𝑦𝑘)

R2. BOOSTED-TREES RANKER

- Trained for NDCG@3 on the pairs (truth, other_candidate)



Training (4)

R1. LINEAR CLASSIFIER (LOGISTIC REGRESSION)

2 million data points

R2. BOOSTED-TREES RANKER

4 million data points

Average ambiguity: 41

TAC data not used for training

- mapping between 2008 and 2013 collections

- handling the NIL labels



Target strings mapped to a much larger knowledge base

2013 2008

e.g.: Appleton  Appleton, Wisconsin  E0790618

 Appleton, New York  NILxxx1

Mandeville  Mandeville, Louisiana  NILxxx2

 Mandeville, Jamaica  NILxxx3

Inside-document coreference

e.g.: Harpootlian  Dick Harpootlian  NILxxx4

ADF  Alliance Defense Fund  NILxxx5

 Australian Defence Force  NILxxx6

NIL Clustering …by Knowing More



Mapping back to 2008 is not trivial

more than 95,000 out of 820,000 Wikipedia 2008 pages in 

the knowledge base changed their title as of 2013

More comprehensive may lead to NIL answers

e.g.: Birmingham

The army moved to Albany, Ga., in 1961. Some observers say Albany was a failure for Dr. 

King, but others say it played an important part in preparing the movement for Birmingham.

A map of hate groups from the Southern Poverty Law Center in Birmingham, Ala., shows 

there are 33 active white supremacist groups that have formed in Pennsylvania.

Gold standard for both queries is  E0609361: Birmingham, Alabama

Is Knowing More Always an Advantage?

Birmingham, Alabama

Birmingham campaignNILxxxx

 E0609361



TAC Evaluation

Accuracy

Systems corresponding to 

the submitted MSR runs

Best Result 

TAC 

EvaluationRun 1 Run 2

TAC 2011 test set 89.3 % 89.9 % 86.8%  (MSR)

TAC 2012 test set 80.4 % 79.3 % 76.2%  (MSR1)

TAC 2013 test set Run 1 Run 2

B3+ F1 (Overall -- 2190 queries) 0.720 0.721
B3+ F1 (in KB -- 1090 queries) 0.718 0.724

B3+ F1 (not in KB -- 1100 queries) 0.720 0.716

B3+ F1 (NW docs -- 1134 queries) 0.795 0.801

B3+ F1 (WB docs -- 343 queries) 0.673 0.666

B3+ F1 (DF docs -- 713 queries) 0.623 0.618

B3+ F1 (PER -- 686 queries) 0.758 0.758

B3+ F1 (ORG -- 701 queries) 0.737 0.716

B3+ F1 (GPE -- 803 queries) 0.672 0.693
* numbers corresponding to the best performance in the TAC 2013 evaluation are in bold

81% accuracy


